
 

Unobtrusive Deception Detection 

 

Abstract 

In response to national security needs and human deception detection limitations paired with 

advances in sensor and computing technology research into automated deception detection has 

increased in recent years. These technologies rely on psychological and communication theories 

of deception to interpret when behavioral and physiological cues reveal deception. Despite this 

ever-present need, technology for detecting deception that is available to law enforcement or 

border guards is very limited. Based on deception theories, liars are predicted to exhibit both 

strategic and nonstrategic behavior. In order to develop algorithms and technology to detect and 

classify deception, these behaviors and physiology must be measured remotely. These 

measurements can be categorized by their theorized causes when lying and include arousal, 

negative affect, cognitive effort, behavioral control, memory, and strategic activity.   One major 

challenge to deception detection is accounting for the variability introduced by human 

interviewers. Future research should focus more on behavior over the entire interaction and 

fusing multiple behavioral indicators of deception. 
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1. Introduction 

We could conjure a myriad of personal reasons why someone may try to deceive us. It is in the 

context of national security and law enforcement that failing to identify deception can have the most 

devastating consequences.  Most officers or border guards at a congested border entry in the United States 



or European Union have less than 20 seconds to make an initial credibility assessment of passengers. This 

rapid credibility assessment is further confounded by their divided attention to their physical environment, 

monitoring of behavior, and operation of technology. Despite high confidence in their ability to detect 

deception, the accuracy of even these experts borders around near chance levels (Bond & DePaulo, 2006). 

In response to these challenges and paired with advances in sensor and computing technology, research 

into automated deception detection has increased in recent years. 

Deception is defined as the intentional transmission of a message intended to foster false beliefs 

or perceptions in the recipient (Knapp & Comadena, 1979). This definition implies that deception is a 

communicative act between at least two parties (i.e., sender and receiver) and that the deceptive message 

can take many forms such as equivocation (omission or ambiguous messages), white lies, hedging, 

exaggerations, or bluffing.  This implication is critical when investigating and researching affective 

computing applications for unobtrusively detecting deception.  

Liars do not exhibit universal behavior or physiological signals in all situations. Deception is 

often inappropriately reduced to either simply telling the truth or lying. There are many strategies for 

lying, situations where lying occurs, varying consequences and power dynamics among subjects and 

interviewers and different interviewing styles to detect liars. All of these factors contribute to the type of 

behaviors and physiological responses that are exhibited and measurable for automated classification by 

computers.  

The goal of this chapter is to provide an introduction to deception, its detection, the methods for 

computationally modeling its behavioral indicators, and the potential applications of deception detection 

technologies. The next section of this chapter introduces the existing theories that explain and predict the 

behaviors exhibited during deceptive and truthful people. The reader should come away from this section 

appreciating that deception is a complex act and the behavioral indicators are contingent on many 

situational and person dependent factors that must be accounted for when attempting to classify 

deception.  



Despite the prevalence of deception in daily life and social interactions (e.g., white lies), people 

are poor judges of deception. The third section highlights the importance and need for deception detection 

technologies to augment human decision makers and traditional tools such as the polygraph. The 

polygraph remains one of the only technological tools available to professional deception detectors. 

However, it has limited applicability (e.g., requires lengthy examination period and trained examiners) 

and requires the physical attachment of sensors. 

The fourth section of this chapter reviews the mechanisms that cause differences in behavior 

between liars and truth tellers. From these mechanisms, section five reviews the corresponding behaviors, 

when taken in light of deception theory, are suitable for measurement and inclusion into a computational 

model of deceptive behavior. In addition to describing the behaviors, this section also introduces some of 

the recent research into their automated analysis and use for deception detection. This chapter concludes 

with a discussion on other potential applications for deception detection technology and future research 

directions. 

2. Theories of Deception 

Using computers to detect deception has great potential to improve and automate the detection of 

liars.  There is no universal set of indicators for deception. Each deception interaction introduces its own 

situational contingencies that can dramatically modify the interpretation of observed behaviors. 

Psychological and communication theories of deception inform the interpretation of behavioral and 

physiological cues. These theories, summarized next, must be incorporated into the computational 

modeling of deceptive or truthful behavior for reliable classification. 

2.1 . Leakage Hypothesis 

In a seminal work, Ekman and Friesen (1969) hypothesized that liars would experience 

involuntary physiological reactions driven by increased arousal, negative affect, and discomfort that 



would “leak out” in their nonverbal behavior cues, particularly in the hands, legs, and feet. For example, 

nervous people may unintentionally tap their feet or touch their faces to relieve internal tension—

behaviors called adaptors that are meant to address physical or psychological discomfort.  

Just as important as the observed leakage cues are the omitted ones. Liars are predicted to neglect 

natural gesturing and facial expressions that should accompany messages, rendering their message 

conveyance as unnatural. The nonverbal behaviors most susceptible to leakage are the behaviors that liars 

have the least control of. In western culture people have the greatest awareness and control of their facial 

expressions. This leaves less controllable gestures in the hands and legs as particularly diagnostic for 

leaked cues of deception. 

2.2 Four-Factor Theory 

The four-factor theory extended the leakage hypothesis to further explain the causes for the 

observed behaviors (Zuckerman, DePaulo, & Rosenthal, 1981). The theory postulates four potential 

causes of leakage cues: 1) arousal, 2) negative affect 3) cognitive effort, and 4) behavioral control. For 

example, if the stakes or consequences are high if caught, liars may experience fear (emotion) that 

increases their arousal that in turn affects their behavior, such as causing an increase in vocal pitch and 

intensity (P. Juslin & Scherer, 2005; Nunamaker, Derrick, Elkins, Burgoon, & Patton, 2011).  

The four-factor theory explains dissimulated nonverbal cues omitted during deceptive verbal 

messages, hypothesized by Ekman and Friesen (1969), as a result of over awareness and control of 

behavior that normally occurs naturally and automatically. Finally, the theory introduces an increased 

focus on the cognitive and memory influences on behavior. For unrehearsed deception, it should be more 

difficult to lie and maintain plausibility than when simply telling the truth.  



2.3 Information Manipulation Theory 

Information management theory reflects the strategic element of deception in how the interaction 

dictates the message crafted by liars (McCornack, 1992). Specifically, liars capitalize on the tacit 

assumption that communication partners speak truthfully, relevantly, completely, and in an easily 

understood manner. For example, a liar may reduce the quantity of relevant information in their message 

to obfuscate the deceptive content. A liar might omit deceptive details of a story and focus 

disproportionately on tangential conversation topics. Within this theory, liars can be considered 

uncooperative speaking partners that use verbal strategies that violate conversational assumptions. 

2.4 Self-Presentational Perspective 

Long a staple in the nonverbal communication literature (Judee K. Burgoon & Saine, 1978), self-

presentation is the regulation of behavior for the purpose of creating an impression on others (Jones & 

Pittman, 1982).  All people are concerned with how they present themselves regardless of truth (e.g., 

competent, intelligent, kind), but deception can be considered a type of self-presentation where liars 

regulate their behaviors to falsely present themselves to others.  DePaulo (1992) and Miller and Stiff 

(1993) applied this perspective to deceptive communication, contending that liars first form an intention 

to lie and regulate their nonverbal behavior—making their subsequent behaviors conscious and deliberate. 

Next, liars must translate their intentions to actual nonverbal behaviors meant to present themselves as 

truthful or honest. Liars may lack the ability, motivation, emotion, confidence, or ability to recreate 

spontaneous expressiveness or manage the behavior consciously. From this perspective, liars are 

predicted to unconvincingly embrace their self-presentations and to exhibit unnatural deliberateness in 

their actions (DePaulo et al., 2003). Based on these predictions, liars should appear more tense and less 

pleasant or compelling than someone speaking sincerely. Nonverbal indicators of these states include 

forced smiles, increased vocal pitch, rigid motions, and lack of engagement or holding back movements.  



DePaulo and Kirkendol (1989) introduced the moderating influence of motivation on deceptive  

nonverbal behavior. They predicted that an increase in motivation will cause a redoubling of self-

regulation, already inherent in self-presentation, that inhibits nonverbal behavior and increases leakage 

cues (DePaulo et al., 2003). Burgoon and Floyd (2000) found that motivation can actually improve both 

verbal and nonverbal behavior irrespective of deception. Motivation is an important moderator of 

deceptive behavior, but there are individual and situational differences in how it impacts verbal and 

nonverbal behavior. 

2.5 Interpersonal Deception Theory 

To account for the complex interplay between liars and the deceived, Buller and Burgoon (1996) 

introduced interpersonal deception theory (IDT). This theory expanded and conceptualized deception as a 

strategic interaction between a sender and receiver, rather than focusing on just the liar during deceptive 

communication. Liars must simultaneously manage information, their behavior, and appearance during 

the interaction. Moreover, liars will use different strategies depending on their skill, relationship with the 

interaction partner, preparation, motivation, and time.  

Liars are predicted to act both strategically (purposeful) and nonstrategically (involuntarily) in 

response to the interaction. An important element of IDT is the dynamics of behavior over the course of 

the interaction (time). Deceivers’ behavior early in the interaction likely will be different later in 

response, both strategically and nonstrategically, to the feedback from their speaking partner.  For 

example, deceivers might attempt to reduce the quality and quantity of message details to obfuscate what 

they are saying. If liars sense they have aroused suspicion in their speaking partner, they might shift 

strategies to increase their believability. Because deceivers are vigilant, cognitively taxed, and focused on 

their own behavior, nonstrategic behaviors (e.g., leakage cues) are predicted to be exhibited, but IDT 

predicts deceivers will make efforts to repair these performance impairments so that over time, their 

verbal and nonverbal behavior comes to resemble that of truth tellers.  



3. Deception Detection by Humans 

People, whether unaided or trained, detect deception at near chance levels. A meta-analysis of 

over 206 deception studies that required participants to judge the honesty of liars or truth tellers (Bond & 

DePaulo, 2006) showed that on average, judges of liars during deception experiments, performed slightly 

above chance with 54%  accuracy in detection overall; they classified 47% of lies as deceptive and 61% 

of truths as truthful. Unless vigilant or suspicious, people maintain a truth bias and accept the truth of 

what they hear (i.e., deceivers go undetected). The converse is also true, a lie bias is often observed in law 

enforcement where the assumption is deception (i.e., truthful individuals are falsely accused). Regardless 

of lie or truth bias, overall accuracy of detection still remains at near chance. It is argued that one reason 

for detection inaccuracy is that people rely on stereotypical and incorrect indicators of deception such as 

lack of eye contact or fidgeting when judging honesty (Hartwig & Bond, 2011; The Global Deception 

Research Team, 2006; A Vrij, Davies, & Bull, 2008). Hartwig and Bond (2011) conducted a meta-

analysis that found judges, despite their overall inaccuracy, perceived deception indicators accurately. 

Hartwig and Bond argue that deception detection judges have an implicit sensitivity to reliable deception 

cues. Only when asked to explicitly describe their decision criteria do people fall back on stereotypical 

cues of deception to explain their decisions.  

Another reason offered for inaccuracy is that deceptive behavioral cues may not occur often or 

strongly enough to be noticed during interactions (DePaulo et al., 2003; Hartwig & Bond, 2011). This is 

further complicated when considering IDT’s prediction that behaviors indicating deception change over 

the course of the interaction and in response to the situational demands. Thus, deception indicators are 

ephemeral and replaced by behaviors that evoke credibility.  

Regardless of the reason, people may profit from technological aids in identifying the correct 

behavioral cues and detecting deception. Notwithstanding this ever-present need, technologies for 

detecting deception that are available to law enforcement or border guards are very limited. The 



polygraph examination, which was primarily developed between 1895 and 1945 (Inbau, 1948; Reid, 

1947; Skolnick, 1960) remains the most widespread deception detection technology.  

Because the polygraph requires attaching multiple physiological instruments (blood pressure cuff, 

respiratory rate pneumograph, and galvanic skin resistance galvanometer) to the interviewee, because the 

protocol for administering the polygraph examination requires a lengthy (3-5 hours), multiphase interview 

to obtain reliability, and because these interviews are often preceded by background investigations that 

provide polygraph examiners additional information used to interpret and guide interviewing, the 

polygraph is unsuitable for rapid screening environments such as the airport or border that require 

unobtrusive and automated deception detection technology. Consequently, other tools must be developed, 

preferably ones that are theoretically driven and can detect the same classes of indicators that reliably 

discriminate truthful from deceptive communication. The next section reviews the causal mechanisms 

that are theorized to produce reliable indicators of truth or deception. 

4. Causal Mechanisms 

The various theories of deception indicators and deception point to an array of strategic and 

nonstrategic behaviors that are both valid and reliable discriminators of truth from deception. In order to 

develop algorithms and technology to detect and classify deception, these behaviors and physiology must 

be measured remotely. The theorized causes of observable behavior include the four factors from the 

leakage and four-factor theories plus memory effects. Each of these five causal factors is reviewed in turn.    

4.1 Arousal 

The most commonly associated class of indicators of deceit is arousal. Engaging in deceit is 

theorized to be distressing, causing liars to experience increased arousal such that the sympathetic 

nervous system excites the body in response to an imminent fight-or-flight event or potential threat 

monitoring invoked by the security motivation system (Woody & Szechtman, 2011). It is these 



cardiorespiratory and galvanic skin physiological responses that are captured by the polygraph and are the 

impetus for most of the commercial products that have been billed as lie detection systems.  

Previous research has revealed that liars often do exhibit one of two types of response patterns: 

either a generalized activation response or greater tension. Negatively valenced arousal can be revealed 

through greater pupil dilation or instability, postural shifting, fidgeting, random trunk and limb 

movements, hand adaptor gestures such as touching the face, neck or head with the hand, or lip adaptors 

such as biting, licking or puckering the lips. Tension, on the other hand, can manifest itself through frozen 

and rigid postures, lack of gestures or a tightening of the muscles in the vocal folds, which causes them to 

vibrate faster and produce a higher pitch (fundamental frequency) when speaking (Titze & Martin, 1998).   

Although arousal is the most commonly acknowledged overt manifestation of deceit, it should be 

noted that the relationship between deception and arousal is not deterministic. First, deceit does not 

inevitably trigger arousal. White lies, lies told for the benefit of the target, lies that are sanctioned by a 

given culture or community, lies that are sanctioned by an experimenter or authority, omissions, 

exaggerations and evasions, and the like may not cause the perpetrator of deceit to experience 

physiological changes. Second, internal experiences do not necessarily translate into external observable 

cues.  People are capable of masking, minimizing, and replacing distress and arousal signals with outward 

displays that are socially appropriate and do not reveal the true internal state (P. Ekman, 1992; Fridlund, 

1991).  Third, a variety of factors other than deceit can cause arousal. Truth tellers, for example, may 

show signs of arousal if accused of wrongdoing or if questioned by authority.  People may blush because 

they are embarrassed, even though they are not being deceptive. If both liars and truth tellers exhibit signs 

of arousal, then such signs cannot be used to identify truth. Fourth, different people may exhibit arousal in 

different ways. For example, one person may swivel in a chair, whereas the next person may “freeze” into 

a fixed posture with virtually no movement. Put differently, arousal can take many, substitutable forms 

(Judee K. Burgoon, Kelley, Newton, & Keeley-Dyreson, 1989).  Finally, the indicators of arousal may be 

feeble and transitory (DePaulo et al., 2003; Hartwig & Bond, 2011), eluding detection because humans or 

instrumentation lack the sensitivity to capture them or because detection efforts are ill-timed (Hamel, 



Burgoon, Humpherys, & Moffitt, 2007).  For all these reasons, there is a lack of one-to-one 

correspondence between truth and arousal indicators, which undermines the diagnostic value of such 

indicators.  

4.2 Affect 

Ekman and Friesen (1969) initially posited that deceivers might show positive or negative 

emotions, negative emotions if they feared being detected or felt guilt about lying, positive emotions if 

they experienced “duping delight,” that is enjoyment at having fooled others. However, writings about 

deception have most often claimed that deceivers will experience and express negative affect such as guilt 

or fear.  

Nonverbally, in addition to expectations that such emotions will be displayed through the face in 

either full-fledged emotional displays or in fleeting micro-expressions (P. Ekman, 2003), some research 

has suggested that positive emotion is evident through felt smiles, as compared to feigned (Paul Ekman, 

Davidson, Friesen, & others, 1990).   The voice is also posited to convey positive or negative affect both 

in the form of specific emotional states and in general degrees of pleasantness or unpleasantness. Fearful 

people often speak louder and at faster tempo (P. N. Juslin & Laukka, 2003; P. Juslin & Scherer, 2005).   

In addition to nonverbal displays, affective states may be revealed through verbal content and 

linguistic style. For example, the words “love” or “nice” connote more positive emotion than “hurt” or 

“ugly” when used in speech or text  (Francis & Pennebaker, 1993; M. L. Newman, Pennebaker, Berry, & 

Richards, 2003; Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010).  Although deceivers have been postulated to use more 

affectively negative language than truth tellers, some results have shown them to use more affective 

language—both positive and negative—than truth tellers but only under certain circumstances (J. K. 

Burgoon, Hamel, & Qin, 2012; Judee K. Burgoon & Qin, 2006).   



4.3 Cognitive Effort 

Because of self-regulation and increased strategic interaction requirements, deception is predicted 

to be more cognitively demanding then telling the truth (Buller & Burgoon, 1996; DePaulo et al., 2003), a 

prediction borne out by a substantial meta-analysis by Sporer & Schwandt (2006) who found that when 

liars lack preparation or rehearsal their enhanced taxation on working memory increases cognitive effort 

cues.  When cognitively taxed, people often speak with more nonfluencies (e..g, “um”, “uh”, speech 

errors), take longer to respond to questions, cease gesturing, and avert their gaze.  Eyeblinks occur 

spontaneously every few seconds, but only a fraction of these blinks are required for ocular lubrication. 

Eyeblinks signal disengagement from external stimulus (e.g.,  no longer watching speaking partner) to 

reallocate mental resources to facilitate cognitive behavior (Irwin & Thomas, 2010; Nakano, Kato, 

Morito, Itoi, & Kitazawa, 2012)  Increased duration before the onset of an eyeblink indicates attention to 

external stimulus and minimization of visual information loss (Fukuda, 2001; Shultz, Klin, & Jones, 

2011). 

4.4 Behavioral Control 

Deception is often associated with a lack of movement. Deceivers, in an effort to control telltale 

signs of their deceit, may overcompensate by unnaturally over controlling their behaviors. Their 

overcontrol can result in wooden postures, inexpressive faces and gestures, and elevated vocal pitch. 

However, if such control is not extreme, it can instead appear as a composed, poised demeanor (J. 

Burgoon & Floyd, 2000; Twyman, Elkins, & Burgoon, 2011). Thus, efforts to measure tension and 

postural rigidity may require identifying a threshold beyond which the level of inactivity becomes 

unnatural. 



4.5 Memory 

The role of memory in deceptive communication concerns the ability to access real versus 

imagined memories and the taxation that deceit imposes upon working memory. In their revision of the 

original four-factor theory and Vrij’s (1999) perspective on cognitive effort, Sporer and Schwandt (2007) 

recast cognitive effort behavioral changes as being caused by accessing working memory. In the case of 

complex lies coming up with plausible stories and alibis taxes working memory. Not only must liars 

simultaneously plan what they are saying and avoid contradicting themselves or on facts known to the 

listener, they must also observe the listener’s reactions, monitor their own behavior, and control their 

behavior. These multiple demands result in liars appearing to think hard, and to do such things as look 

away or delay responding while constructing answers, behaviors which may give them away (Mann, Vrij, 

& Bull, 2002).  

5. Computational Modeling and Classifying Deception 

Based on deception theory and the predicted causes for verbal, nonverbal, and physiological 

behavior differences between liars and truth tellers, computational models can be developed for detecting 

deception. This section details current sensor based methods for automatically classifying 

5.1 Polygraph 

One of the first methods for automatic extraction of deception related cues is the polygraph. The 

polygraph monitors uncontrolled changes in heart rate, blood pressure, respiration, and electro-dermal 

response, as a result of the subject's elevated arousal when being deceptive. Contact sensors are placed on 

the subjects during examinations. The resulting signals are then heuristically analyzed by experts (Ben-

Shakhar & Bar-Hillel, 1986; Elaad, 1998; Honts, Raskin, & Kircher, 1987; Kleinmuntz & Szucko, 1984; 

Saxe, Dougherty, & Cross, 1985; Stern, 2002; Yankee, 1965).   



The polygraph exam process comes with various disadvantages. The comfort of subjects is 

affected by the attached sensors and can influence physiological measurements (Yankee, 1965). The 

person examined must be cooperative and in close proximity to the device. The analysis of the polygraph 

performed manually, based the subjective perceptions of the examiner and the scoring of the exam. 

Despite the existence of automated scoring systems built into modern polygraph systems, most examiners 

base their decision on their own scoring of the exam.  

Having conducted a set of laboratory tests, Vrij et al. (2008) suggested that the polygraph is about 

82% accurate at identifying deceivers. The National Academy of Sciences (Stern, 2002), concluded that 

such experimental numbers are often overestimates of actual results.  They argue laboratory examinations 

are conducted with complete control over threats to internal validity, unrepresentative subjects, unrealistic 

and uniform ground truth, and experimental polygraph exams occurs immediately after the investigated 

issue, which is uncommon in the real-world. 

5.2 Vocalics 

Vocalics is a family of techniques that analyze the voice during deceptive speech to measure 

changes in arousal and cognition (Cestaro & Dollins, 1994; Cestaro, 1995; Janniro & Cestaro, 1996). 

Vocal Stress Analysis (VSA) is a commercial application of vocalics marketed to law enforcement for 

deception detection (Cestaro, 1995). Many independent tests on various VSA did not yield detection rates 

that are better than chance (Harnsberger & Hollien, 2009). Recently, new attempts were made to re-

initiate research  and investigate the validity of vocal analysis for deception detection (Elkins, Burgoon, & 

Nunamaker, 2012). Previous research on commercial vocal analysis software has focused on validating 

their built-in lie or truth classifications. Analyzing the commercial software’s calculated vocal 

measurements rather than the  lie or truth classification, revealed sensitivity to both deception and arousal 

during deception experiments (Elkins & Burgoon, 2010; Elkins, 2010).  While commercial vocal analysis 

software is beginning to yield promising results for deception detection in the field, its contribution to 

research is limited because of the software’s proprietary nature and ambiguously calculated vocal 



measurements. For example, the LVA 6.50 (Nemesysco, 2009) contains variables simply named SOS and 

AVJ that are documented to measure fear and thinking level respectively. While these variables have 

demonstrated sensitivity to experimentally induced deception, the results may support the validity of the 

software, but contribute little to our understanding of deceptive vocal behavior. 

Research using standard acoustic measures, using freely available software tools such as Praat 

(Boersma, 2002) or openSMILE (Eyben, Wöllmer, & Schuller, 2010),  has found that liars speak with 

greater and more varied vocal pitch (Apple, Streeter, & Krauss, 1979; DePaulo et al., 2003; Zuckerman et 

al., 1981), with shorter durations (Rockwell, Buller, & Burgoon, 1997; A Vrij, Mann, et al., 2008), less 

fluency, and respond with greater response latencies (DePaulo, Stone, & Lassiter, 1985; deTurck & 

Miller, 2006; Rockwell et al., 1997; S. L. Sporer & Schwandt, 2006).  

5.3 Linguistics 

Considerable research has been conducted to develop automatic linguistic analysis of text for 

extracting deceptive cues (Judee K. Burgoon, Blair, Tiantian, & Nunamaker, 2003; Fuller & Biros, 2013; 

Hancock, Curry, Goorha, & Woodworth, 2004; M. Newman, Pennebaker, Berry, & Richards, 2003; 

Toma & Hancock, 2012; Zhou et al., 2003). There are many different lines of research. The main two 

revolve around synchronous communication (Judee K. Burgoon et al., 2003; Hancock et al., 2004; M. 

Newman et al., 2003; Toma & Hancock, 2012), where the lie has to be made on the spot, (for example 

during interviews or online chat),  and asynchronous scenarios (Fuller & Biros, 2013; Zhou et al., 2003), 

where the lie can be carefully prepared beforehand (for example a deceitful court statement).  

In a constant topic setting (M. Newman et al., 2003) in comparison to truth-tellers, liars’ 

responses demonstrated lower cognitive complexity (more concrete verbs and less evaluative and 

judgment language), used fewer self-references and used more negative emotion words. In dyadic 

communication (Hancock et al., 2004) liars used more words overall, increased references to others, and 

used more sense-based descriptions (e.g., seeing, touching).  Burgoon et al. investigated linguistic 

deception during a mock theft scenario (2003) where an interview was conducted using face-to-face, text 



chat, or audio conferencing.  Deceivers’ messages were briefer (i.e., lower on quantity of language), less 

complex in their choice of vocabulary and sentence structure, and lacked specificity or expressiveness in 

their text-based chats.   

In asynchronous scenarios (Zhou et al., 2003) detailed lies can be produced with many 

complexities. This is more evident in high stakes asynchronous deception. Zhou and Zhang surveyed cues 

for each of these scenarios (2008). 

Using automated text analysis and validated emotion dictionaries, previous research has revealed 

21 linguistic cues and their corresponding categories that discriminate between deceptive verbal messages 

(M. L. Newman et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2003; Zhou, Burgoon, Nunamaker, & Twitchell, 2004). 

Linguistic cues can be extracted from deceptive verbal messages using automated linguistic analysis 

software such  as Structured Programming for Linguistic Cue Extraction (SPLICE) (Moffitt, 2010), which 

incorporates the Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) (Whissell, 1989), and  the Linguistic Inquiry 

and Word Count (LIWC) (Francis & Pennebaker, 1993).  

5.4 Oculesics 

Eye behavior and blinks can be very useful cues in deceit detection (Bhaskaran, 2011; Fukuda, 

2001; Minkov, Zafeiriou, & Pantic, 2012; Nwogua, Frank, & Govindaraju, 2010). Bhaskaran  (2011) 

proposed an online person-specific learning approach for learning the typical eye behavior in baseline 

questions (no deception) and this model was later tested on the critical questions (deception) in order to 

spot differences (i.e., deceitful behavior). Eye blink dynamics, such as blink duration and rate 

(frequency), were used as  cues for spotting deceit in the controversial TV show Moment of truth 

(Minkov et al., 2012).  Pupil characteristics, such as pupil dilations, are cues of arousal or stress. 

Deception impacts pupillary response and leads to pupil dilation (Dionisio, Granholm, Hillix, & Perrine, 

2001; Lubow & Fein, 1996).  

When presented with visual stimulus, deceivers possessing guilty knowledge fixate on lie 

relevant images and increase their pupil dilation. Elkins, Derrick, and Gariup (2012) conducted an 



experiment where some participants lied about their identity (imposters) and presented a legitimate visa 

document during a simulated border screening. During the screening interview, participants were shown 

their own documents. Liars fixated on the incorrect fields (e.g., date of birth) of their document two times 

longer than truth tellers. Research investigating cognitively induced eye gaze activity (e.g., looking left 

when lying) has been limited and based only on the unsupported predictions from Neuro-Linguistic 

Programming (Wiseman et al., 2012). 

5.5 Body Posture, gesture and kinesics 

Multiple methods have been proposed for deriving indicators of deception from body posture 

(Judee K. Burgoon et al., 2009; Lu, Tsechpenakis, Metaxas, Jensen, & Kruse, 2005; Meservy et al., 2005; 

Meservy, Jensen, Kruse, Burgoon, & Nunamaker, 2008). These methods focus on deriving cues by 

tracking the location of the head and hands (Judee K. Burgoon et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2005; Meservy et al., 

2005, 2008). Gesture analysis, posture and kinesics based features were extracted from the video using a 

method called "blob analysis" (i.e., head and hands were represented as blobs). The blobs of the head and 

hands were tracked and segmented from the video. Features include average and variance of the head 

position and angle, the average and variance of the positions of the head and hands, the average distance 

between the hands. Burgoon et al. (2009) developed behavioral profiles automatically detecting agitation 

(e.g., frequent face touching and hand to hand touching), over controlled (e.g., infrequent gesturing and 

rigid movement), and relaxed behavior (neither over controlled nor agitated) from video. These observed 

behavioral states taken in the context of an interaction can be caused by deception. 

5.6 Facial Behavior 

Current work in facial expression based deception detection seeks to identify either insincere 

emotional expressions (e.g., fake smiles) or leaked true expressions of emotion (Hurley & Frank, 2011; 

Porter, Brinke, Baker, & Wallace, 2011), that taken in context contradict a truthful person’s expected 



emotion. In addition to emotion, facial expressions can also provide indicators of deception induced 

behavioral control  (Michael, Dilsizian, Metaxas, & Burgoon, 2010) . 

Current work in automated facial expression recognition involves first identifying the face from 

each frame of a video (Viola & Jones, 2004) and applying facial point tracking methods such as Active 

Shape Modeling (ASM) (Cootes, Taylor, Cooper, & Graham, 1995) or Active Appearance Modeling 

(AAM) (Cootes, Edwards, & Taylor, 2001; Tzimiropoulos, Alabort-i-medina, Zafeiriou, & Pantic, 2012). 

Once facial points are tracked, methods can be applied to detect expressions from the temporal dynamics 

and activation of facial muscle action units (Pantic & Patras, 2006; Valstar & Pantic, 2006). 

5.7 Cardiorespiratory 

Pulse rate, blood pressure and respiration rate could be reliable indicators of emotional stress. 

There are claims that emotional stress varies between truth tellers and liars (Cutrow, Parks, Lucas, & 

Thomas, 1972; Kurohara, Terai, Takeuchi, & Umezawa, 2001).  This is believed to result from an 

increase in cognitive effort and behavioral control needed to appear convincing. Differences in 

cardiovascular measures such as increased pulse rate have been identified during deceptive 

communication (Cutrow et al., 1972).  Furthermore, studies have shown that individuals tend to inhibit 

breathing when faced with the kind of stress commonly found during deceptive situations (Kurohara et 

al., 2001).  An additional advantage is that cardiorespiratory measurements can be collected in a non-

contact manner using a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV). The LDV uses a laser to measure carotid artery 

pulsations on the neck, which are processed to calculate cardiorespiratory measurements such as heart 

rate and blood pressure. 

5.8 Fusion 

Derrick et al. conducted a study on deception detection using a mock crime experimental 

paradigm that included the fusion of multiple behavioral sensors (Derrick, Elkins, Burgoon, Nunamaker 

Jr, & Zeng, 2010). Derrick et al. found that deceivers increased their heart rate (measured using LDV) in 



anticipation to lie relevant stimulus and then decreased their heart rate after experiencing the stimulus. 

Building a deception classifier using LDV alone resulted in a 77% true positive rate, but a 42% false 

positive rate.   Human judges of deception during the same experiment had an accuracy of 71.2% overall. 

When the LDV and human judgments were fused into a single classification, the true positive rate 

increased to 90%, with only a 2.8% increase in false positives.  

Fusion pools multiple sensors to increase the reliability and validity of deception judgments by 

measuring multiple causal mechanisms and behavioral modalities. This improves detection accuracy 

because there is high variance between people on the behaviors they express when lying. For some 

people, their voice is strongly affected (e.g., increased vocal pitch) and others my increase their postural 

rigidity. While everyone has varying degrees of ability to control some behaviors, they cannot control 

them all; fusion decreases the likelihood of missing important behavioral cues and improves reliability 

and convergent validity. 

6. Current Applications of Deception Detection 

6.1 Border Control and Automated Screening 

One major challenge to deception detection is accounting for the variability introduced by human 

interviewers. Every interviewer has their own style (e.g., aggressive, friendly), inconsistently asks 

questions, and gets tired. The behavior and approach of the interviewer strongly influences the behavior 

and reactions of the interviewee. For example, if the interviewer is angry, the interviewee will be affected 

by this and artificially display reciprocal anger or even distress. Perhaps after a lunch break the 

interviewer is fresh and in better spirits and returns to a more friendly interaction. Any deception 

detection system that relies on consistent behavioral cues will have to account for the diverse range of 

human interviewer variability. 



To address this challenge, Nunamaker et al. (Elkins, Derrick, & Gariup, 2012; Elkins & Derrick, 

2013; Elkins, Sun, Zafeiriou, & Pantic, 2013; Nunamaker Jr. et al., 2011)  developed an Embodied 

Conversational Agent (ECA) based deception detection system called AVATAR. AVATAR was 

developed to optimize internal validity by controlling question delivery, dynamically branching based on 

interrogation protocols such as Behavioral Analysis Interview (Horvath, Blair, & Buckley, 2008), to 

improve the reliability of behavioral cue interpretation. The ECA system uses multiple integrated 

behavioral sensors (e.g., microphone, camera, eye tracker) to monitor verbal and nonverbal behavior 

during the interview. These sensors streams are fused and submitted to a robust classification engine that 

does not rely on any single indicator or modality of deceptive behavior (Elkins, Derrick, Burgoon, & 

Nunamaker Jr, 2012). 

Because the AVATAR is consistent in administering the interview (unlike human judges) it does 

not contribute additional variance into the deception classification. The ECA within the AVATAR can 

also take on any demeanor (e.g., friendly, stern) or embodiment (e.g., male, female) that will elicit the 

most diagnostic behavior.   During the interview, the AVATAR conducts an interview protocol designed 

to exaggerate the differences in predicted behavior between liars and truth tellers. For example, Elkins, 

Derrick, and Gariup (2012) conducted an experiment where participants were interviewed in a mock 

screening scenario by the AVATAR. Some of the participants were assigned to the imposter group and 

lied to the AVATAR about their identity. Using the eye behavior and voice, the AVATAR was able to 

identify psueudo-imposters with over 94% accuracy. In contrast with traditional deception research, 

studies conducted with AVATAR are very specific and unique to the scenario deployed. There are no 

expectations that the eye behavior or voice exhibited by liars should generalize outside of the imposter 

context it has been tested in. 



6.2 Other Applications 

While the initial applications for automated verbal and nonverbal behavior analysis are for 

deception detection, the underlying detection of emotion, cognition, arousal, and causal factors are 

relevant to many human-computer-interaction scenarios. For example, Elkins and Derrick (2012) propose 

the voice for the measurement of trust by new employees and team members to facilitate management and 

collaboration.  Any scenario where one could benefit from real-time feedback of a speaking can could be 

a potential application—hospital patient triage and treatment, clinical therapy, insurance fraud detection, 

law enforcement interviewing, assisted communication for the disabled, and richer interactions and 

interfacing with computers. 

7. Future Research 

Future research should focus more on behavior over the entire interaction. While some of the 

deception predictions using behavioral measurements perform better than chance, there is still much 

unaccounted variability overall. Interpersonal deception theory (IDT) predicts that deceptive behavior is 

dynamic and varies as a function of sender, receiver, time, deception, suspicion, motivation, and social 

skills. However, most deception experiments and even the polygraph exam focus on behavior difference 

scores over a set of questions. It is clear that this design ignores all of the important contextual and 

temporal information, such as the interaction between the behavior of speaking partners (e.g., synchrony, 

mimicry). Additionally, most deception research to date has focused on individual indicators or 

modalities of deception. Just like when we appraise the behavior of a speaking partner, relying on the 

voice, facial expressions, body posture, or language,  we will need to provide computers with at least as 

much information as we processes when evaluating or classifying deception. To accomplish this, future 

research must fuse and analyze multiple behavioral and physiological sensors when modeling emotion 

and deception. 
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